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Valentine Research Introduces New V1connection™ LE  
for iPhone®, iPad®, and iPod touch®

Cincinnati, OH, July 17, 2013—Valentine Research, Inc., announced a new product 

designed exclusively for Apple® customers.  The V1connection™ LE, a version of VRI’s 

popular V1connection™, is a Bluetooth®-enabled device designed exclusively for iPhone, 

iPad and iPod touch use.  The V1connection LE, which costs $49.00, works in conjunction 

with the Valentine One Radar Locator.

In addition to the new V1connection LE, the company is also introducing

an updated version of its Android app.  

According to Michael Valentine, President of Valentine Research, “We’re very 

pleased to bring the V1connection LE to market.  The demand for our Android version of 

this product has been very strong from the beginning.  During that time, we have been 

working with Apple to provide a compatible V1connection.  Our new V1connection LE 

will offer many benefits to our customers as it opens up several new ways to view and 

analyze the data from the Valentine One.  Based on the feedback we’ve already received, 

we feel confident that users of iPhone, iPad and iPod touch will also enjoy the features of 

this new product.”

To use the V1connection LE, customers can download “V1connection, the app,” 

for free from the App Store in iTunes.  Once the app is installed and the V1connection LE 



has power, the user can then choose from three different visual displays:  V1 Screen, 

Picture Screen and List Screen.  The V1 Screen has the same elements as Valentine One’s 

display—directional arrows, Count/Mode, band identification, and signal strength.  In 

addition, the V1 Screen shows the radar frequency for the priority alert.  If two arrows are 

lit simultaneously, the flashing arrow indicates the Priority Alert.     

The second display, Picture Screen, shows radar location while also indicating the 

radar frequency of each threat as it occurs.  This screen’s unique “Arrow in the box” 

display is especially useful in determining whether a threat is real or not.  Arrows that are 

located “in the box” identify threats in certified radar hot spots, while arrows that appear 

outside the box are probably false alarms.  Lastly, the List Screen displays all threats 

within range, showing each new signal as it appears.  List Screen also includes directional 

arrows, count and the radar frequency for every alert.  

The V1connection LE also has several programming options.  For example, 

coverage of the different bands can be customized for radar used outside the U. S.  Users 

can also modify the frequency sweeps based on the types of radar used in their areas.  The 

Profiles Screen also lets the customer change any settings according to his own needs.  

For more information, please visit the VRI website at www.valentine1.com or call 

800-331-3030.

Valentine Research, Inc. manufactures the Valentine One Radar Locator and other 

accessories for the product.  Founded by Michael Valentine in 1983, the privately-held 

company is located in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
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